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Amendment No. 2 

To 

Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC-104/2014, Vev-0 

For 

On-board Wireless Public Address (PA) System for Passenger Trains 
 

 
Ref.: Railway Board’s MoM No. 2008/Tele/WP/3/08-09/NCR/1, dated: 16.03.2017.  
   

Following Clauses of the Spec are made optional to make On-board Wireless Public 

Address (PA) System for Passenger Trains as a “Basic wireless Public Address (PA) 

System as per Specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC-104/2014, Vev-0, Amendment No. 2. 

. 
SN Clause No. Description 
1.  4.11 The client devices shall have provision to connect a LED/LCD display to indicate 

coach No., Train number, source and destination, last station passed with time, 
next approaching station or any information for use of passengers. (Optional) 

2.  4.12 Emergency call/message box: Every Client shall have one Emergency 
call/message box with Push button enclosed in a safety enclosure for informing to 
Master/Administrator of the train in case of Emergency. Sealing of Glass 
enclosure shall be ensured by concerned department after each time emergency 
call box/ message is broken. (Optional) 

3.  5.14 The GPS data shall be continuously monitored by the Master for the current GPS 
location coordinates. GPS location co-ordinates are processed for the location of 
the next approaching station. The event is generated when the distance is less than 
the set threshold distance. The Master dynamically generates the audio message to 
be played before the approach of the station. The event is also generated when the 
train is at station / leaving the station. (Optional) 

4.  5.15 Where GPS signal is not available due to loss of sight to the satellites, information 
loss occurs. However Master keeps on monitoring the GPS status. (Optional) 

5.  5.16 Self-Diagnostic tests and routines will be run by Master to check the system status, 
Client status, test audio run, GPS test check, etc. The Master device also has an 
onboard system diagnostic routine for the memory and peripherals. (Optional) 

6.  5.17 Current location coordinates are continuously received by GPS receiver by the 
Master. The location co-ordinates are processed by software for the next 
approaching station. A message for announcement is generated for broadcast in 
train at before a predefined arrival of a station when the distance is less than a set 
threshold distance. The Master dynamically generates the audio message to be 
played before the approach of the station. The event is also generated when the 
train is at station. (Optional) 

7.  5.18 All the digital audio messages are time Synchronized. Fixed audio messages are 
recorded in soundproof sound studio and professional female voice with minimum 
16 bit sample resolution The audio quality will be of near HD quality. (Optional) 

8.  7.10 Each master shall have provision to display train location to a reasonable accuracy 
based on GPS data. (Optional) 

9.  8.6 Through a web based applications it should be possible to view health of 
master/clients with GPS based location provided in coaches. (Optional) 
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10.  8.9 One GSM Module shall be provided in Master unit to access GSM Network for 
data transfer in UMTS/HSPDA and Quad band GSM/GPRS/EDGE Network to 
update information in the Masters database. (Optional) 

11.  8.10 The master unit should have GPS receiver to receive the location coordinates 
details of stations. The master receives the co-ordinates (longitude and latitude) 
information of the current location from GPS receiver. The information is 
processed to fetch location name from the stored data for the route information 
between source and destination station. The master shall be provided with a LCD 
screen to display the network information, current activity schedule and run the 
application menu. (Optional) 

12.  8.12 Each client device shall have provision of total eight Ethernet ports to address 
connectivity needs of present system and for future communication needs to be 
provided in the coach i.e. CCTV camera & other IP Devices. (Optional) 

 
 
 

* * * * * End of the document * * * * * 
 
 
 


